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Spelling Words

2 0 0 2 9 2

Answer the questions. 

1. Does the word assembly have the /ē/ sound, the /ĕ/ sound, or both? _______________________

2. In the word attribute, which syllable has a long vowel sound? _______________________

3. How many schwa sounds are in the word apparel? _______________________

4. Which two-syllable word has a short vowel sound? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. aware and worried about something in the future _______________________

6. to mark up with explanatory notes or commentary _______________________

7. supplementary material, such as on an organ or at the end of a book _______________________

8. to conclude without evidence; to suppose or take for granted _______________________

Fill in the missing letters to complete the spelling word.

9.  a __ p r __ n t __ __ e  hint: someone learning a skill or trade

10.  a r __ e s __ i __ __   hint: striking; holding attention

11.  a __ __ r o x __ m __ __ e hint: estimated closely; very similar to

12.  a __ r __ g __ n c __  hint: attitude of pride and superiority

Spelling List F-21: Prefixes: an-, ap-, ar-,  
           as-, at-

assembly
appropriate
arrogance
annotate
attentive
announcements
approximate

Spelling Words Review Words

suggestion
substitute
supposed

annihilate
association

Challenge Words

array
assume
attachment
arrangement
assessment
attribute
apprehensive

apprentice
appendix
attempt
attain
apparel
arresting
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Mr. Karatayev complained, “I can’t open the _______________________ on this email.”

14.  The unit _______________________ is scheduled for Friday, so study carefully this week!

15.  Even though the audience was _______________________, they couldn’t figure out the  
  magician’s illusions.

16.  Rose’s eyes widened at the _______________________ of pies; there were at least two dozen  
  flavors!

17.  The students were too rowdy for Makalo to hear the morning _______________________.

18.  Galilea and her brothers bought their mom a small but beautiful flower _______________________  
  for Mother’s Day.

19.  Shorts and flipflops are not _______________________ attire for winter in Alaska.

20.  “How did you _______________________ your results?” the interviewer asked the scientist.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which review word has the /ĕ/ sound?   ________________________

22.  Which review word has the /ō/ sound?   ________________________

23.  Which review word has a schwa sound in its middle syllable?   ________________________

24.  Which long vowel sounds are in the word annihilate?   ________________________

25.  Which long vowel sounds are in the word association?   ________________________

appropriate
array

 attain
 attentive

announcements
arrangement

           assessment
           attachment 
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ANSWER KEY

both

third

two

attempt

apprehensive

annotate

appendix

assume

    p      e      i  c

      r       t    n  g

    p p         i      a  t

     r    o    a       e
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suggestion

supposed

substitute

/ī/ and /ā/

/ō/, /ē/, and /ā/

attachment

assessment

attentive

array

announcements

arrangement

appropriate

attain
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appropriate
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 attain
 attentive

announcements
arrangement

           assessment
           attachment 


